Suppose that in a given planar circular region, there are some smart mobile evaders and we would like to find them using sweeping agents. We assume that the sweeping agents are in a line formation whose total length is 2r. We propose procedures for designing a sweeping process that ensures the successful completion of the task, thereby deriving conditions on the sweeping velocity of the linear formation and its path. Successful completion of the task means that evaders with a given limit on their velocity cannot escape the sweeping agents. A simpler task for the sweeping formation could be the confinement of the evaders to their initial domain. The feasibility of completing these tasks depends on geometric and dynamic constraints that impose a critical velocity that the sweeper line formation must have. The critical velocity is derived to ensure the satisfaction of the confinement task. Increasing the velocity above the critical velocity enables the agent to complete the search task as well. We present results on the total search time as a function of the sweeping velocity of the formation given the initial conditions on the size of the search region and the maximal velocity of the evaders.
I. INTRODUCTION
An interesting challenge for multi-agent systems is the design of searching or sweeping algorithms for static or mobile targets in a region, which can either be fully mapped in advance or unknown. The aim is often to continuously patrol a domain in order to detect intruders or to systematically search for mobile targets known to be located within some area. Search for static targets involves complete covering of the area where they are assumed to be located, but a much more interesting and realistic scenario is the question of how to efficiently search for targets that are dynamic and smart. A smart target is one that detects and responds to the motions of searchers by performing evasive maneuvers, to avoid interception. Several such problems originated in the second world war due to the need to design patrol strategies for aircraft aiming to detect ships or submarines in the English channel, see e.g. [1] . The problem of patrolling a corridor using multi agent sweeping systems in order to ensure the detection and interception of smart targets was investigated in [2] and provably optimal strategies were provided in [3] . In [4] a related discrete version of the problem, is investigated. It focuses on a dynamic variant of the cooperative cleaners problem, a problem that requires several simple agents to a clean a connected region of pixels that contain targets that are assumed to live on a grid of possible locations. Our paper considers a scenario in which a single agent or alternatively a linear formation of several identical agents search for mobile targets initially located in a disk shaped region, that has an initial radius of R 0 . There can be many evaders that we wish do find, and we consider the domain to be continuous, meaning that an evader can be located at any point in the interior of the region at the beginning of the search. The sweeper agent's objective is to find all evaders that may escape from the initial region, by performing a sweeping method around the region. In [5] , a similar problem of search for smart targets is considered. The targets do not have any maneuverability restrictions except for the maximal velocity they can move in and the sensor that the agents are equipped with is disk shaped. In our work we assume linear sweeping sensors with a total combined length of 2r. We consider circular sweeping patterns while [5] considers more complex patterns consisting of spiral and linear sections. We want to use a very simple linear formation of sweepers. The sweep is being designed to require a minimal amount of memory in order to complete the required task, hence the proposed sweeping protocol is predetermined and deterministic.
The goal of our research is to provide a comprehensive mathematical and geometric analysis for a simple sweeping protocol to address the sweeping detection task. This report is organized as follows. The second section contains a formulation of the research problem and objectives. The third section provides an optimal bound on the cleaning rate that results in a minimal critical velocity a sweeper agent or alternatively a line formation of agents must have in order to successfully accomplish a confinement task. Section 4 provides an intuitive analysis of a circular search pattern. Section 5 provides an analysis of the critical velocity that is needed for a line formation of agents in order for it to implement a no escape search. Section 6 provides a sweep time analysis of the proposed protocol. In the last section some extensions are discussed.
II. RESEARCH PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES
This work considers a scenario in which a single agent or alternatively a line formation of agents performs a search on an area containing smart mobile evaders that are to be detected. There can be many evaders we wish do detect, and we consider the domain to be continuous, meaning that an evader can be located at any point in a circular region of radius R 0 at the beginning of the process. We want to accomplish the task using a linear formation of sweepers. The sweepers are designed in a way that will require a minimal amount of memory in order to complete the required task since the sweeping protocol is predetermined and deterministic. The information the agents perceive only comes from their own sensors, and evaders that intersect a sweeper's linear field of view are detected. The agents form a line shaped sensor of total length 2r. The sweepers move so that the line formation advances, most often perpendicularly to the agents' linear array with a speed of V s (measured at the center of the linear array). The evaders move at a maximal speed of V T . The sweepers objective is to "clean" or to detect all evaders that can move freely in all directions from their initial locations in the circular region of radius R 0 . The search time depends on the type of sweeping movement the formation employs. The detection of evaders is done using a sweeping method around the region. The desired result is that after each sweep the radius of the circle that bounds the evader region will decrease by a value that is bounded away from zero. This will guarantee a complete cleaning of the evader region, by shrinking the possible area in which evaders can reside to zero, in a finite time. We analyze the proposed sweep algorithm's performance in terms of termination times of the search process, that is the time at which all potential evaders that resided in the initial evader region were located. We first derive a lower bound for the sweeper array velocity that is independent of the search process. We provide several methods on how to determine the minimal velocity the linear array must have, in order to shrink the evader region to a circle with a smaller radius than the searcher's sensor length. We then show that the minimal searcher velocity that can prevent escape cannot be based upon a single traversal of the evader region. For the case the agent travels in a circular pattern around the evader region, we show that the minimal agent velocity that ensures satisfaction of the confinement task has to be more than twice the lower bound on a searcher velocity, and hence is not optimal. We derive two critical agent velocities that can be used together with a bisection method in order to construct an agent velocity that will be result in tight satisfaction of the inequality that guarantees no escape from the evader region. An analytical formula that calculates the number of required scans that is needed in order to reduce the evader region to be contained in a circle with a smaller radius than r, is derived. A formula for the time it takes the agents to complete the previously mentioned scans according to the search parameters is also developed. We later prove that for a line formation of sweepers equipped with line sensors which employs a circular sweep pattern around the evader region it is impossible to complete the cleaning of the entire area using only a circular sweeping motion. In order to solve this challenge we provide a modification for the search process which the formation employs after the evader region is bounded by a circle with a radius of less than r. We show that if the ratio between the searcher velocity V s and the evader's maximal velocity V T is above a derived threshold than the sweeper formation completely cleans the region then the evader region can be completely cleaned with a line formation of agents that performs the modified algorithm. III. OPTIMAL BOUND ON CLEANING RATE In this section we present an optimal bound on the cleaning rate of a searcher with a linear shaped sensor. This bound is independent of the particular search pattern we choose to employ. For each of the proposed search methods we will compare the resulting cleaning rate to the optimal derived bound in order to compare between different search methods. This will be done for the case of a single searching agent as well as for the multi-agent case. We will denote the searcher's velocity as V s the sensor length as 2r and the maximal velocity of an evading agent as V T . The maximal cleaning rate will occur when the footprint of the sensor over the evader region is maximal. For a line shaped sensor of length 2r this will occur when the entire length of the sensor will be over the evader region. The smallest searcher velocity satisfying this inequality will be named the critical velocity and will denoted by V C Opt , we name this insight as theorem 1.
Theorem 1.
No sweeping process will be able to successfully complete the confinement task if its velocity, V s , is less than,
Proof. If we denote as ∆T the interval of time we employ the search the maximal area that will be scanned when the searcher moves with a velocity V s will therefore be
The best cleaning rate will therefore be 2rV s . The least spread that can occur is when the spread takes the shape of a circle. This is due to the isoperimetric inequality that states that for a specified area the minimal boundary length that encloses the area occurs when the shape of the area is circular. Therefore for an initial circular region with radius R 0 the evader region minimal expansion will be to a circle with a larger radius. Namely, for a spread time given by ∆T the radius of the evader region will grow to be R 0 + ∆T V T . Therefore the area of the evader region will grow from πR 0 2 to π(R 0 + ∆T V T ) 2 . Therefore the growth of the evader region area in time ∆T will be
The spread rate will therefore be the division of the last expression by ∆T . Letting ∆T → 0 the expression resolves to 2πR 0 V T , which is the least spread rate possible. Therefore in order to guarantee cleaning we must set the best cleaning rate to be larger than the worst spread of area that is 2rV s ≥ 2πR 0 V T . This results in the minimal critical velocity an agent can travel in regardless of the searching algorithm it employs. This results in,
The formulation of the problem in terms of the smallest possible searcher velocity that is needed in order to guarantee a no escape search is equivalent to asking what is the maximal boundable circular region that is possible given a searcher's velocity of V s , sensor length of 2r and the maximal velocity of an evading agent of V T .
IV. INTUITIVE ANALYSIS OF A CIRCULAR SEARCH PATTERN
In this section an intuitive and naive proposition for a cleaning search algorithm of an initial circular domain using a single agent or a line formation of agents is presented. This proposition assumes that it is enough to consider a single traversal of the evader region in order to set the bound on the minimal searcher's velocity. The analysis of a desired search pattern relies on the various parameters that involve this problem such as V s ,V T ,R 0 and r. The search process that is described here is very simple. Each time the sweeper completes a single sweep of 2π around the center of the evader region it "steps" a positive distance towards the center of the circle and starts a new sweep. All points that are covered by the sensor at each time are inside the sensing range of the sweeping agent ,i.e. its field of view, and therefore are detected and cleaned. The search process continues in this way until the evader region is bounded by a circle of radius that is less than r and then the sweeper employs a different form of search which will be elaborated on in the following sections. To facilitate a solution to the problem using the proposed advancement strategy, a minimal velocity of the agent that depends on the geometry of the problem as well as the evader's maximal velocity, must be maintained in order to guarantee cleaning of the domain. Consider a sweeper moving with a linear velocity of V s and an evader with maximal linear velocity of V T . It is assumed that at the beginning of the sweep process the radius of the circle bounding the evader region is R 0 and that the line formation of sweepers is equipped with a line shaped sensor whose total length is 2r. Let us denote by T the time it takes the single agent ,or alternatively the line formation to complete a full circle around the initial evader region. This implies that T V s = 2πR 0 . At the same time the maximal distance an evader can travel in order to ensure that it is detected during the sweep by the agent is no more than T V T = r. Thus, for this critical velocity of the evader we have that . This leads to the following inequality regarding the minimal, or critical linear velocity of the agent: An agent that moves at this velocity will be able to ensure that after each complete sweep the evader domain is bounded by a circle of the same radius as the initial evader region radius. This means that in order for the sweeper to be able to progress in its cleaning process it must move at this speed or above it, and hence,
When we have equality in (4) we denote the obtained velocity as
In section 5 we will prove that this intuitive result is not correct and that the agent needs to move in a greater velocity than
in order to guarantee a non escape search.
V. LINE FORMATION OF SWEEPING AGENTS
In this scenario a line formation of agents, or alternatively a single agent whose total sensing length is 2r are considered. A depiction of the start of the scenario is presented in Fig. 2 . The formation travels counter clockwise on the perimeter of the disk. We prove that in order for a line formation of agents to perform a non escape search their critical velocity should be based on more than one cycle in order to prevent escape outside of a circle of radius R 0 + r, for any evader trajectory whose maximal velocity is V T . The formation employs a circular search pattern. Assuming that the sweeper formation travels counter clockwise we denote by P the most problematic point in the scenario, this is the point (0, R), which is just to the right of the linear sensor. An evader that spreads from point P at time t = 0, will result in an upper bound for the considered problem. We denote by χ(θ(t)) the tip of the linear sensor's location as a function of the angle of the agent with respect to the center of the evader region. In order to detect all evaders we require that the envelope that describes the potential possible locations of evaders moving with a maximal velocity of V T whose origin is at time t = 0 is at point ε, will always be below χ(θ(t)). We therefore view the evader region spread as a wave that propagates from every point in the evader region with a velocity of V T . By basing our analysis on the escape from the most problematic point we guarantee that setting a searcher's velocity that ensures no escape from point P ensures that there will be no escape from any other point as well. The proof that point P is the most problematic point in the cleaning of the evader region, and that this point remains the most problematic point for all cycles given that the agent scans the evader region at a fixed circular trajectory.
Theorem 2. Point P is the most problematic point in the cleaning of the evader region. This point remains the most problematic point for all cycles given that the line formation of agents scans the evader region at a fixed circular trajectory.
Proof. We denote by ∆T 1cycle = 2πR0 Vs the time it takes the sweeper formation to complete a full cycle around the evader region. If V T ∆T ≤ r then at the end of the agents formation's traversal around the evader region the expansion of the evader region is contained in a circle of radius R 0 + r. At the time the line formation of agents completes the full circular traversal around the evader region, the furthest danger point from the center of the evader region is a point that originated at time t = 0, the time the search began, from point P . Any other point in the evader region is closer to the center of the evader region than the furthest point at ∆T 1cycle . When the searcher reaches its original position the furthest danger points from the center are those that originated from point P too. Therefore if the agent scans the evader region at a fixed circular trajectory the point P is the most problematic danger point in all cycles. Remark 1. In order to guarantee that after each cycle the boundary will remain confined inside a circle of radius R 0 + r we must look at times that correspond to a complete traversal of a cycle around the evader region in addition to a traversal of π 2 degrees of the searcher from the initial point and set our critical velocity based upon it. Proof. A smart evader that wishes to escape from the sweeper formation knows the center point of the evader region. This point is the point the sweeper formation sweeps around. A smart evader that starts its escape from point ε will escape in the direction of the positive y axis in order to increase its distance from the center of the evader region. Moving in the direction of the negative y axis will reduce the distance of the evading agent from the center of evader region. Such movement is opposed to its desire to escape the region that is scanned by the formation and to its desire to move out of the region that is bounded by a circle of radius R 0 + r. As the time the evader has to escape before being detected by the line formation of agents increases, it can increase its distance from the center of the evader region by choosing a suitable trajectory. Therefore since the evader is smart, it is assumed that it knows the direction of search of the scanning agent. If we assume the formation travels counter-clockwise, in order to increase the time it can escape, the evader will travel in the direction of the negative x axis. From the intersection of the two constraints we conclude that the evader will escape in the directions corresponding to angles that are between [ 3π 2 , 2π]. Therefore in order to set the critical velocity we need to consider search times that correspond to a full traversal around the evader region in addition to a traversal of a maximum of π 2 degrees from the formation's initial point.
We denote by ∆T the time it takes the searcher to complete a full cycle. Therefore ∆T = 2πR0 Vs
,and the time it takes to pass a quarter of a cycle is T = πR0 2Vs . After a first circular sweep we consider the outer tip of the sensor array as it moves around, and consider the distance from it to the point P . Applying the law of cosines for the triangle highlighted in blue results in,
We remember that ω =θ(t) and therefore θ = Vs R0 t. To impede any possibility of escape by a smart evader from point P we need to have,
This yields the requirement ∀ t ≥ 0 Rearranging terms yields the requirement to have for V s given by,
We therefore define the function f (t, V s ) as,
and we wish to determine V s to satisfy,
Theorem 3. The function f (t, V s ) does not have critical minimal points when considered as a function of two variables.
Proof. The function f (t, V s ) does not have minimum points when considered as a function of two variables. We will now prove that the function
,f (t, V s ) cannot have minimum points when considered as a function of two variables in the domain of interest. Therefore analyzing the function along the boundary of the feasible domain, that is along the minimal V s satisfying the inequality we will search for the time at which the expression is minimal. From this minimal time we will derive a minimal value for V s that will be denoted by V c that will ensure no escape after one cycle. The minimal value for V s that will hold for the first cycle will be sufficient for all the next cycles as well, since as we shall see later, when the agent advances inwards towards the center of the evader region it traverses a circle with a smaller perimeter and hence the time it will take it to scan this perimeter will be shorter with the same V s than the time it will take it to scan the first cycle. This is true since the inequality holds for all times and therefore will allow advancing inwards after one cycle in an amount that will be analyzed later when moving in a velocity that is greater than V c . In order to show that the function f (t, V s ) is monotonically increasing in V s ∀t ∈ 0, πR0 2Vs
we will show that the function's derivative is positive for all relevant times.
The first term is always positive in the domain of interest. The sine function in the second term takes the values of 0 ≤ sin
2Vs ] and is therefore also non negative in our domain of interest. Since the derivative of the function is the sum of a positive term and a non-negative term it is positive in the domain of interest and therefore f (t, V s ) is monotonically increasing in V s for t ∈ 0, πR0 2Vs .
The analysis in the sequel will be done for a given V s and therefore f (t, V s ) is analyzed as a function of t. Since this function decreases for a very short amount of time before starting to increase, we are looking for the time t * at which the minimum value of f (t, V s ) is attained. From (11) we need f (t, V s ) to be positive for all times in order to guarantee no evasion. We will differentiate f (t) with respect to t and equate to zero in order to search for the time in which f (t, V s ) reaches its minimum, and after obtaining this value of t * (V s ) we will plug it back to (11) in order to solve for the minimal or critical V s that satisfies the (11). The times of interest, recall, are from,
Theorem 4. The function f (t, V s ) reaches its minimum at time t * (V s ), where t * (V s ) is given by,
Where the coefficients a, b, c are given by,
With k, l given by,
For proof see Appendix A. Note that f (t, V s ) is an increasing function as can be seen in Fig. 3 . At its zero crossing point the function turns from descending to increasing. We are looking for the time at which this zero crossing occurs. After obtaining, t * , where f (t, V s ) is minimal for all values of V s we wish to find the minimal V s in which (11) is satisfied, that is we wish to find the value of V s in which f (t * , V s ) = 0. Note that if we have t
, and this expresses the minimal value of f (t * , V s ) at its critical minimal point. This derivation yields expressions that do not allow an analytical solution for V s however using numerical methods we can find a critical velocity that satisfies |f (t * , V s )| ≤ ε, for an arbitrarily infinitesimal choice of tolerance parameter ε. Selecting a specific ε ensures that |f (t * , V s bisection )| ≤ ε and therefore ∀ t, f (t, V s bisection ) + ε ≥ 0. The proof, description of the method and informative plots that show the applicability of the method are given in Appendix C. If we wish to develop an analytical solution for the critical V s we will need to use some approximations, such calculations are provided in Appendix M . Choosing V s 1 cycle will result in a value of f (t * , V s 1 cycle ) which is slightly less than 0 for all choices of parameters. Another method that will be explained and derived yields a sweeper velocity, denoted by V c that results in a value of f (t * , V c ) which is slightly greater than 0 for all choices of parameters. After developing V c we can apply a bisection method around V s 1 cycle and V c and obtain a velocity that will result in a value of f (t * , V c ) that is close to 0 with any desired accuracy. Plugging the values of r = 10, V T = 1 and R 0 = 100 results in f (t * , V s 1 cycle ) = −1.047 * 10 −6 < 0 as can be observed in Fig. 4 . This validates our proof that there exists a set of search parameters for which V s 1 cycle ) is not sufficient. . Dependence of t * on Vs. It can be seen that t * (Vs) is a monotonically increasing function in Vs and therefore for a larger Vs that ensures that ∀ t, f (t, Vs) ≥ 0, t * will occur later in the search process. The parameters values chosen for this plot are r = 10, V T = 1 and R 0 = 100.
VI. CIRCULAR SWEEP
Since the previously obtained solutions for the critical velocity are mathematically complicated,we propose a method to derive a slightly larger critical velocity that has a much more simple form and allows exact calculations of the search times. Previously we tried to find the tightest lower bound on the searcher's velocity by constructing a function of 2 variables f (t, V s ) demanding that the furthest possible spread of the evader region will be cleaned by the furthest tip of the formation's line sensor. A lesser requirement is to demand that by the time the most problematic point in the evader region, point P , spreads to a possible circle of radius of r around point P , the searcher formation completes in addition to a full sweep around the evader region an additional angular traversal that is proportional to traversing an arc of length r. This means that the agent formation travels an angle of 2π + β where β is marked in Fig. 7 . We will denote the time it takes the most problematic point to spread a distance of r as T e . We have that T e = r V T . We can see from Fig. 7 . that sin β = r R0 , therefore β = arcsin r R0 . The time it will takes the formation to travel an angle of 2π + β is therefore given by T s = 2π+arcsin r R 0
R0

Vs
. In order to guarantee no escape we demand that T s ≤ T e . Therefore rearranging terms in the previous equation and plugging T e instead of T s we get that,
The critical velocity is obtained as the lower bound of this equation. For R 0 = 100, r = 10, V T = 1, V c = 63.8319.
Theorem 5. For all search parameters satisfying that R 0 ≥ r it holds that f (t * , V c ) > 0. Therefore it holds that ∀ t, f (t * , V c ) ≥ 0. Thus V c is a sufficiently high velocity in order to accomplish the confinement task.
For proof see Appendix B. In future derivations we use the first order Taylor approximation for the arcsine function in (17), in order to enable the construction of analytical results for the sweep times of the evader region. Such an approximation is valid since in all practical scenarios the ratio between r R0 is sufficiently small. Therefore V c can be expressed as,
Due to the mentioned geometric considerations it holds that for all search parameters satisfying that R 0 ≥ r f (t * , V c ) > 0. Therefore it holds that ∀ t, f (t, V c ) ≥ 0. Thus V c is a sufficiently high velocity in order to accomplish the confinement task. In order for the sweeper agent formation to advance inwards towards the center of the evader region it must travel in a velocity that is greater than the critical velocity. We denote by ∆V the increment in the sweeping agents velocity that is above the critical velocity. Each agent's velocity V s is therefore given by the sum of the critical velocity and ∆V , namely V s = V c + ∆V .
Theorem 6. For a line formation of agents that performs the circular sweep process the number of iterations it will take the formation to reduce the evader region to be bounded by a circle with a radius that is less than or equal to r is given by,
We denote by T in the sum of all the inward advancement times and by T circular the sum of all the circular traversal times. The time it takes the swarm to reduce the evader region to be bounded by a circle with a radius that is less than or equal to r is given by, T = T circular + T in . T in is given by,
And T circular is given by,
Proof. The distance a line formation of sweepers can advance inwards after completing an iteration is given by,
Where in the term δ i (∆V ), ∆V denotes the increase in the agent velocity relative to the critical velocity, and i denotes the number of sweep iterations the sweeper performed around the evader region, where i starts from sweep number 0, and
Vs . Since in (10) we construct V s based on a sweeper movement of an angle of 2π + β, and we wish that the formation will advance inwards towards the center of the evader region after a sweep of 2π, the distance it can advance has to account for the additional time,denoted by T a , that it takes it to traverse an additional angle of β. This time is given by,
Where the last equality results from a first order Taylor approximation of the arcsine. During T a the evaders continue to spread with a velocity of V T and therefore the distance the sweeper can advance decreases by V T T a . The time it takes the formation to move inwards until its entire sensor length is over the evader region depends on the relative velocity between the agents inwards entry and the evader region outwards expansion. Therefore the distance the formation can advance inwards after completing an iteration is given by,
is a monotonically increasing function in i. The inwards advancement time is denoted by T ini and is given by,
Where the index i in T ini denotes the iteration number in which the advancement is done. Thus the new radius of the circle that will bound the evader region is given by
After rearranging terms we obtain and defining the coefficients c 1 and c 3 as,
(26) takes the form of,
The construction of this difference equation enables to calculate the number of iterations,N , it takes the formation to reduce the evader region to be contained in a circle with the radius of the last scan, R N = r. The full derivation can be found in Appendix D and Appendix E. N is given by,
The total time it will take the formation to formation the evader region is given by total time of inward advancements combined with the times it takes the agent to complete the circular traversal of the evader region in all cycles. We denote by T in the sum of all the inward advancement times and by T circular the sum of all the circular traversal times. Namely we have that, T = T in + T circular . We denote the total advancement time until the evader region is bounded by a circle with a radius that is less than or equal to r as T in . It is given by,
T ini . Since during the inward advancements only the tip of the sensor,that has zero width, is inserted into the evader region it does not clean any points until it completes its inward advance and starts sweeping again. After the formation completed its advance into the evader region its sensor footprint over the domain is equal to r. The total search time until the evader region is bounded by a circle with a radius that is less than or equal to r is given by T = T in + T circular . Using the developed term for T ini the total inward advancement times until the evader region is bounded by a circle with a radius that is less than or equal to r are computed by,
We note that the first inward advancement occurs when the evader region is bounded by a circle of radius R 0 and the last inward advancement occurs at iteration number N − 2, which describes the inward advancement in which the evader region transitions from being bounded by a circle of radius R N −2 to being bounded by a circle of radius R N − 1 . After iteration N − 1 the evader region is confined to a circle with a radius that is less than or equal to r and the agents perform a circular sweep in order to completely clean the evader region. The full derivation of T in can be found in Appendix J. This derivation yields that,
In order to calculate T in we must add the last inward advancement. This time is given by T in last = R N Vs and is developed in Appendix L. T in is given as T in = T in + T inlast and therefore yields,
The total circular traversal times are computed from by multiplying the recursive radii equation R i+1 = c 3 R i + c 1 on both sides by 2π
Vs and developing recursive formulas for the sweep times. The formulas are proved in Appendices G and H. The initial circular traversal time is given by, T 0 = 2πR0 Vs . The last circular traversal time before the evader region is bounded by a circle with a radius that is smaller or equal to r, denoted by R N , it is developed in a similar manner to the derivation of R N −2 in Appendix F . T circular is given by,
The last circular sweep occurs after the sweeper formation advances towards the center of the evader region and places the lower tip of its sensor at the center of the evader region. The last sweep is therefore a circular sweep with a radius of r. The time it takes the sweepers to complete it is given by, T last = 2πr Vs . Therefore the total time of circular sweeps until complete cleaning of the evader region is given by,
An interesting analysis can be done in order to view the implications of different ratios between the sensor length and the initial evader region radius on the number of iterations and termination times of the cleaning process. We will assume that R 0 can be expressed as R 0 = αr, α ≥ 1 (35)
In Fig. 8 . we can view the number of iterations and termination times of the cleaning process for 1 ≤ α ≤ 100. From 8. we can view that as α increases N and T increase in a close to linear manner. This is not intuitive when looking at the equations that are derived for N and T . Another interesting analysis can be done in order to view the implications of different choices of ∆V on the number of iterations and termination times of the cleaning process. From Fig. 9 . We can view that as ∆V increases N and T decrease in a piecewise exponential manner. This is result can be anticipated since we use the number of iterations has to be an integer number. This results in that for close values of ∆V the number of iterations will stay the same as for a slightly smaller value of ∆V . Only when ∆V is sufficiently large in order to cause the iteration number to decrease by a number that is greater than 1 iteration this result will be apparent in the plot.
A. The End Game
In order to entirely clean the evader region the sweeper formation needs to change the scanning method when the evader region is bounded by a circle of radius r. This is due to the fact that a smart evader that is very close to the center of the evader region can travel at a very high angular velocity compared to the angular velocity of the searcher. This constraint is described by the following two equations, ω s = Vs r , ω T = V T ε . The first describes the searcher's angular velocity and the second the evader's angular velocity. Since ε can be arbitrarily small the evader can move just behind the sweeper's sensor and never be detected. Thus a slight modification to the sweep process needs to be applied in order to clean the entire evader region with the line formation of agents that employs a circular scan. After completing sweep number N − 1 the sweepers move towards the center of the evader region until the lower tip of the sensor of the closest agent to the center of the evader region is placed at the center of the evader region. Following this motion the sweepers perform a circular sweep of radius r around the center of the evader region. The time this last circular sweep takes is given by T last = 2πr Vs . Following this last scan the sweepers advance a distance of r downwards until the lower part of the formation's sensor is located at the point (−r, 0). The time it takes the sweeper to perform this movement is given by, T l = r Vs . Therefore after the last circular scan and the last inward motion the evader region is bounded by a circle of radius R last , given by,
For R 0 = 100, r = 10, V T = 1, V s = 64.3319, R last = 1.1321. In order to overcome the challenges in the circular search that were described we propose that after scan number N + 1 the agent line formation will travel to the right until cleaning the wavefront that propagates from the right portion of the remaining evader region and then travel to the left until cleaning the remaining evader region. A depiction of the scenario at the beginning of the end game is presented in Fig. 10 . Theorem 7 Fig. 10 . Depiction of the linear right and left last sweep. In order to overcome the challenges in the circular search that were described we propose that after scan number N + 1 the agent will travel to the right until cleaning the wavefront that propagates from the right portion of the remaining evader region and then travel to the left until cleaning the remaining evader region.
states the conditions for this demand to hold.
Theorem 7. When defining α = R0 r , if ∆V satisfies that,
then the evader region will be completely cleaned by a single agent or a line formation of agents that employs the linear scan after N + 1 iterations.
Proof. During the previously mentioned movement the margin between the edge of the sensor in each direction to the evader region boundaries must satisfy, r − R last V T > T one (38) in order to guarantee no escape. T one denotes the time it takes the linear formation to clean the right section of the remaining evader region in addition to the time it takes it to scan from the rightmost point it got to until the leftmost point of the expansion. These times are respectively denoted as t andt. Therefore T one is given by T one =t + t. The evader region's rightmost point of expansion starts from the point (R last , 0) and spreads at a velocity of V T . Therefore if the constraint in (38) is satisfied we can view the rightwards and leftwards linear sweeps as a one dimensional scan. This geometric constraint can be observed in Fig. 10 . Therefore the time t it will take the formation to clean the spread of potential evaders from the right section of the region can be calculated from, V s t = R last + V T t. Therefore t is given by, t =
.t is computed by calculating the time it will take the linear formation located at point (tV s , 0) to change its scanning direction and perform a leftwards scan to a point that spread at a velocity of V T from the leftmost point in the evader region at the origin of the search, the point (−R last , 0), for a time given byt + t. We have that, −R last − V T t + t = tV s − V st . Plugging in the value of t yieldst = 2VsR last (Vs−V T ) 2 . T one is therefore given by,
For R 0 = 100, r = 10, V T = 1, V s = 64.3319, t = 0.0179,t = 0.0363 and T one = 0.0542. Therefore the total scan time until a complete cleaning of the evader region is given by T total = T + T one = 419.416. For the one dimensional scan to be valid and insure a non escape search and complete cleaning of the evader region (38) must be satisfied. This demand implies that,
From substitution of the expressions for V s and R last , (40) can be written as,
By substitution of R 0 with αr where α > 0 and by substituting the terms for V s and R last , (41) resolves to a quadratic equation in ∆V that has only one positive root. This root is a monotonically decreasing function in α, given by
Therefore for a given α, the designer of the sweep process can infer which ∆V needs to be chosen in order to completely clean the evader region using the final linear sweeping motion.
The left plot of Fig. 11 . shows the complete cleaning times of the evader region with a linear formation as a function of ∆V . The right plot emphasizes that most of the cleaning times are due to circular sweeping motions, and that the inward advancement times have only a small effect on the total search time. For a complete derivation see Appendix K.
Theorem 8. For a valid circular search process the total scan time until a complete cleaning of the evader region is given by, T = T circular + T in + T one , or as,
Vs(2πR0V T +∆V r) 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This research analyses a scenario in which a line formation of agents, or alternatively a single agent, have to prevent escape from an initial circular area containing evaders that must be detected. We prove interesting and nonintuitive results on how to base the minimal velocity a sweeper agent should have, in order to reduce the evader region to be bounded by a circle with a smaller radius than the searcher's sensor length. We prove a theorem that states that the minimal searcher velocity that can prevent escape from the evader region cannot be solely based upon a single traversal of the evader region. We compare the developed critical velocity to a lower bound on the critical velocity that is independent of the search process the agent employs. When the search pattern is circular the minimal agent velocity has to be more than twice the lower bound. We later prove that for the line formation of agents it is impossible to completely clean the area using only a circular sweeping motion. Therefore after the evader region is bounded by a circle with a radius of less than r a modification to the search process is introduced. We show that if the ratio between the searcher velocity V s and the evader's maximal velocity V T is above a derived threshold than the sweeper formation completely cleans the region.
APPENDIX A Theorem 4. The function f (t, V s ) reaches its minimum at time t * (V s ), where t * (V s ) is given by,
Proof. We have that,
We denote by M the following expression,
Taking the derivative of f (t, V s ) with respect to t yields,
Equating (49) to 0 in order to find the minimum point of f (t, V s ) yields,
Use of a geometric relation results in,
Substitution of the expressions in (48),(50) into (51) yields,
Throughout the proof we will use the values of R 0 = 100, r = 10, V T = 1. We denote,
Therefore (47) takes the form of,
Or,
We desire to find the minimal V s that results in f (t, V s ) ≥ 0 ∀ t. We look for the zero crossing of f (t, V s ) and therefore equate (55) to 0. This yields that,
Rearranging terms yields,
Further development of terms yields,
Choosing a value of,
Yields the two solutions of the quadratic equation for M in (60) given by,
Only M 1 is in our domain of interest. Generally the quadratic equation for M takes the form of,
Rearrangement of terms yields,
We denote the quadratic equation's coefficients by
Only the smallest of the equation's roots lies in our domain on interest that correspond to times of a up to a quarter of a traversal around the evader region. Therefore we have that,
And the solution for t * (V s ) is given by,
Substituting coefficients for the chosen values yields,
. APPENDIX B Theorem 5. For all search parameters satisfying that R 0 ≥ r it holds that f (t * , V c ) > 0. Therefore it holds that ∀ t, f (t * , V c ) ≥ 0. Thus V c is a sufficiently high velocity in order to accomplish the confinement task.
Proof. We first assume that R 0 can be expressed as R 0 = αr , where α ≥ 1. Without loss of generality we assume that r = 1 and V T = 1. We can assume these values since all the other search parameters depend on them. In section 6 we saw that V c can be expressed as,
Substituting R 0 = αr, r = 1 and V T = 1 into (69) yields,
V c is a monotonically increasing function in α.
is monotonically decreasing function in α. The argument inside the cosine function decays to 0 as alpha increases since t * goes to as alpha increases. The second argument in (71) also tends to 0 as α increases. This behaviour in plotted in Fig. 12 . Therefore in order to lower bound f (t * , V c ) we will prove that,
since t * is the point in time in which f (t, V c ) is minimal, ensuring that f (t * , V c ) ≥ 0 guarantees that f (t, V c ) ≥ 0∀ t. Following the notation in the proof of t * we have that,
The quadratic equation coefficients for the solution of M are given by,
Letting α → ∞ we have,
Selecting the root that is the interval of interest yields,
The Taylor Series expression for 1 − 1 α 2 yields,
We therefore obtain that (82) satisfies,
Letting α → ∞ yields,
Taking the limit of α → ∞ on the argument inside the cosine function in f (t * , V c ) yields,
Therefore we obtain that, lim
This results in the desired behaviour that guarantees that,
. 
APPENDIX C
In section 5 we proved that for a sweeper velocity of V s 1 cycle , f (t * , V s 1 cycle ) is slightly less than 0 for all choices of parameters. In Theorem 5 we proved that for a choice of
, f (t * , V C ) is slightly greater than 0 for all choices of parameters. We can therefore apply the bisection algorithm between the two velocities. We pick a desired tolerance parameter ε. Clearly V s 1 cycle < V C . We proved that f (t * , V s 1 cycle ) < 0 and that f (t 1, 2 , ... we execute the following steps until the desired accuracy is obtained:
, and x k is the output. Fig. 14. shows a plot of f (t, V s bisection ). V s bisection obtained from the bisection method. It can now be observed that for times of interest |f (t * , V s bisection )| ≤ ε therefore f (t, V s bisection ) + ε ≥ 0∀ t and hence ensures a guaranteed no escape searcher velocity for all possible evader trajectories satisfying a maximal evader velocity of V T , with the smallest possible V s . APPENDIX D The number of sweep iterations that are required to reduce the evader region to be bounded by a circle with a radius that is less or equal to R N is calculated in the following manner. We have that,
Therefore,
Rearranging terms results in,
Applying the natural logarithm function to both sides results leads to,
And the general form for the number of iterations it takes the sweeper swarm to reduce the evader region to be bounded by a circle of a radius that corresponds to the last sweep before completely cleaning the evader region is given by,
Where R N = r. We therefore obtain that the number of iterations it takes the line formation of sweepers to reduce the evader region to be bounded by a circle of radius that is smaller than or equal to r is given by,
APPENDIX F The number of sweep iterations that are required to reduce the evader region to be bounded by a circle with a radius that is less or equal to R N −2 is calculated in the following manner. We have that,
Therefore the number of sweep iterations that are required to reduce the evader region to be bounded by a circle with a radius that is less or equal to R N −2 is given by,
The time it takes a multi-agent formation that performs the circular sweep process to completely clean the evader region is calculated as follows. The recursive relation between the next and current radius of the circle that bounds the evader region is given by,
Suppose that there exists a constant γ such that
Therefore multiplying (103) by γ on both sides of the equation yields,
Where c 4 is given by,
The time it takes to complete the first cycle around the evader region is T 0 = γR 0 and the time it takes to complete the last cycle before the evader region is bounded by a circle of radius 2r n is, that is the time when the evader region is bounded by a circle of with a greater radius than R N −1 is given by T N −1 = γR N −1 . Summing over the times of all cycles except the initial one is calculated by summing the cycle times given in (105). This results in,
Since the total time it takes the sweeper swarm to clean the evader region includes also the time of the first sweep we need to add T 0 to the summation as well. Thus the total time it takes it takes the sweeper swarm to reduce the evader region to be bounded by a circle of radius that less than or equal to 2r n is given by,
APPENDIX H
The time is takes to complete a sweep around the evader region that is bounded by a circle with a radius of R N −1 is calculated in a similar manner to the calculation in Appendix F . We have that the recursive relation between the time it takes the sweeping agent to complete sweep number i and the time it takes it to complete sweep number i + 1 is given by,
Therefore the time is takes to complete a sweep around the evader region that is bounded by a circle with a radius of R N −1 is given by,
APPENDIX I
The recursive relation between the next and current radius of the circle that bounds the evader region is given by,
Summing over the evader region radii up to the N − 2 cycle except the initial radius of the evader region is calculated by summing the radii given in (114). This results in,
Since the sum of radii in (116) does include the initial radius of the evader region we need to add R 0 to the summation as well. Thus the desired sum of radii is given by,
APPENDIX J
In this appendix the full derivation of the inward advancement times until the evader region is bounded by a circle with a radius that is less than or equal to r that are denoted by , T in , for the case where the sweeper agent employs the circular sweep process are provided. T in is computed by,
The term
R i is computed in Appendix I . It is given by,
R N −2 is calculated in Appendix F . It is given by,
Substituting the coefficients in (120) yields,
Substituting the coefficients in (119) yields,
Plugging the expression for
And substituting the developed coefficients into (123) yields,
We denote α =
R0
r and obtain a quadratic equation in ∆V .
The roots of (128) a positive and negative root. Since ∆V is non-negative we are interested only in the positive root. Therefore in order to completely clean the evader region ∆V has to satisfy
The inwards advancement time at iteration i is denoted by T ini . It is given by,
The total advancement time until the evader region is bounded by a circle of with a radius that is less than or equal to r is denoted as T in . It is given by,
We have that,
The sum of the radii is given by,
Where the coefficients c 1 and c 3 are given by,
Substitution of terms for the expression of R N −2 in (132) yields,
Substitution of terms in (133) yields,
We therefore obtain that,
The last inward advancement is given by,
Substitution of teems yields,
The total inwards advancement times is therefore given by,
The time it takes the sweeper formation to perform the circular portions of the sweep process is given by,
Where the coefficient c 4 is given by,
The time it takes the sweeper formation to perform the first sweep is given by,
The time it takes the sweeper formation to perform the last circular sweep is given by,
Therefore T circular is given by,
The last circular sweep occurs when the lowest tip of the sweeper's sensor is located at the center of the evader region. It is given by,
Therefore the total circular traversal times are given by,
APPENDIX M This appendix deals with calculating an analytical solution for the critical velocity. f (t) is an increasing function. At its zero crossing point the function turns from descending to increasing. We are looking for the time at which this zero crossing occurs. In order to solve for the time t * (V s ) that obtains the minimum of the function f (t) we develop the second order Taylor approximation for sin around the point t = 0.
Theorem 9. The function f (t, V s ) reaches its approximated minimum at time t * (V s ), where t * (V s ) is given by,
The complete proof can be found in Appendix N . After obtaining the point, t * , where f (t, V s ) is minimal for all values of V s we wish to find the minimal V s in which (11) is satisfied, that is we wish to find the value of V s in which f (t * , V s ) = 0. Since in (10) V s appears inside the argument of a cosine function as well as in a polynomial form some approximation needs to be done in order to solve for V s , the approximation is valid since
1. We denote the sweeper velocity obtained after the mentioned approximation as V s2 . V s2 results in a value of f (t * , V s2 ) which is slightly greater than 0 for all choices of parameters. After developing V s2 we can also apply a bisection method between V s 1 cycle and V s2 and obtain a velocity that will result in a value of f (t * , V c ) that is close to 0 with any desired accuracy.
Theorem 10. In order to find the minimal V s in which f (t * , V s ) = 0 we obtain another velocity named V s2 that results in a value of f (t * , V s2 ) which is slightly greater than 0 for all choices of parameters. This velocity is derived from the demand that the spread of the evader region after one traversal of the scanning agent will be r − t * V T instead of r. It is given by,
The full derivation of V s2 is provided in Appendix O. Plugging this value of V s2 = V c yields that
]. The calculation of the critical velocity was verified for the following parameters: R 0 = 100, r = 10, V T = 1. The new critical velocity that achieved is V s2 = 62.84631837. The previously calculated critical velocity that was based on only considering one cycle and was calculated as V s 1 cycle = 2πR0V T r = 62.83185307. In Fig. 15 a plot of f (t, V s2 ) is presented. It can now be observed that for all relevant times this inequality is positive, and hence ensures a guaranteed no escape searcher velocity for all possible evader trajectories satisfying a maximal evader velocity of V T . Theorem 11. For all search parameters satisfying that R 0 ≥ r it holds that f (t * , V s2 ) > 0. Therefore it holds that ∀ t, f (t * , V s2 ) ≥ 0. Thus V s2 is a sufficiently high velocity in order to accomplish the confinement task.
For proof that V c is greater than V s2 see Appendix P . This implies that since V c is greater than V s2 and both V s2 and V c ensure the satisfaction of the confinement task, choosing V c as the critical velocity results in a less tight satisfaction of the task. APPENDIX N Theorem 9. The function f (t, V s ) reaches its approximated minimum at time t * (V s ), where t * (V s ) is given by,
Simplifying notations and equating to zero in order to find t * (V s ) results in,
is an increasing function. At its zero crossing point the function turns from descending to increasing. we are looking for the time at which this zero crossing occurs. In order to solve for the time t * that obtains the minimum of the function f (t)
we will develop the second order Taylor approximation for sin around the point t = 0 is,
By rearranging terms and equating to zero in order to find t * (V s ) we have the following,
By plugging the Taylor series expression into (156) we get that,
And by rearranging terms to,
Since analytical solutions to polynomial functions exist only for polynomials of a degree less than or equal to four we will develop only the first order approximation of the Taylor series since this will result at the end of the calculations in a fourth order polynomial function of V s . Adding higher order terms of the Taylor series to the expression will result in polynomials of order greater than 4 of V s . According to the Abel-Ruffini theorem that states that there is no algebraic solution to the general polynomial equations of higher degrees than 4 adding such terms will prevent developing an analytic expression to V s and therefore are not presented in this work. Therefore (158) resolves under the first order approximation to,
And finally we get that the function f (t) attains its minimum at the point, which we will denote as t * (V s ) at,
.
APPENDIX O Theorem 10. In order to find the minimal V s in which f (t * , V s ) = 0 we obtain another velocity named V s2 that results in a value of f (t * , V s2 ) which is slightly greater than 0 for all choices of parameters. This velocity is derived from the demand that the spread of the evader region after one traversal of the scanning agent will be r − t * V T instead of r. It is given by,
Proof. A second method that results in an upper bound on the approximation of V s is obtained by plugging the obtained value of t * into the following equations to obtain the critical velocity,
This method is equivalent to a demand that the spread of the evader region after one traversal of the scanning agent will be r − t * V T instead of r. After plugging t * into (165) we have,
Grouping of the elements with the same power of V s and rearranging terms yields,
Since the solution of V s = 0 means that the agent will stay put in its place for all times and therefore there will no escape from the most problematic point is the trivial solution that does not interest us so it can be discarded. Therefore we obtain a quadratic equation for V s and choose the maximal solution that corresponds for a full traversal of the evader region. The second smaller result that is obtained means that the agent will move very slow and catch the most problematic point but will not make a complete cycle around the evader region. Therefore the solution for the critical velocity is,
. APPENDIX P Theorem 11. For all search parameters satisfying that R 0 ≥ r it holds that f (t * , V s2 ) > 0. Therefore it holds that ∀ t, f (t * , V s2 ) ≥ 0. Thus V s2 is a sufficiently high velocity in order to accomplish the confinement task.
Proof. We first assume that R 0 can be expressed as R 0 = αr , where α ≥ 1. Without loss of generality we assume that r = 1 and V T = 1. We can assume these values since all the other search parameters depend on them. In section 5 we saw that V s2 can be expressed as,
Substituting R 0 = αr, r = 1 and V T = 1 yields that, V s2 is a monotonically increasing function in α.
f (t * , V s2 ) = 1 + 1 2α(α + 1)
f (t, V s2 ) is monotonically decreasing function in α. The argument inside the cosine function decays to 0 as alpha increases since t * goes to as alpha increases. The second argument in (171) also tends to 0 as α increases. This behaviour in plotted in Fig. 20 . Therefore in order to lower bound f (t * , V s2 ) we will prove that,
since t * is the point in time in which f (t, V s2 ) is minimal, ensuring that f (t * , V s2 ) ≥ 0 guarantees that f (t, V s2 ) ≥ 0∀ t. Letting α → ∞ yields,
We therefore obtain that, lim
In theorem 9 we proved that the function f (t, V s ) reaches its minimum at time t * (V s ), where t * (V s ) is given by,
Plugging into (175) the chosen parameters yields,
Letting α → ∞ yields, This results in the desired behaviour that guarantees that,
. Proof. We have that V Cnew satisfies,
And V s2 the lower critical velocity that was derived from f (t, V s ) satisfies, V s2 = 2πR 0 V T (R 0 + r) + 2V T R 0 (R 0 + r) [π 2 R 0 (R 0 + r) + r 2 ] 2r (R 0 + r)
We need to prove that V Cnew − V s2 > 0. Rewriting V Cnew we have,
And the difference between the two critical velocities is given by,
Multiplying and dividing the denominator and numerator by, Since all the terms are positive and the expression contains only addition signs the expression is obviously positive and hence the Lemma holds. Therefore we can use V Cnew as the critical velocity and obtain guaranteed coverage. .
For a choice of the following parameters: R 0 = 100, r = 10, V T = 1, the difference between the velocities yields, V Cnew − V s2 = 63.8319 − 62.8463 = 0.9855.
